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the HMM recommender proposed in [3] to generate recommendations.
In this paper we introduce a novel hybrid recommender system that combines the ability of collaborative filtering methods to generate recommendations
with the high performance of the predictions of the
Hidden Markov model recommender that was proposed
in [3], to generate recommendations in reciprocal domains with high success rates. The Collaborative Filtering Hidden Markov Models Hybrid Recommender
CFHMM-HR was tested on an industrial-scale data
that was acquired from a real dating website and the
results show that CFHMM-HR outperforms its counterparts.
Moreover, CFHMM-HR is a scalable hybrid recommender that can run in real-world applications. Although CFHMM-HR was only tested on an onlinedating dataset, we believe that the same model can be
1 Introduction
applied in other reciprocal domains after a few changes
Most of the existing work on recommender systems
in the preprocessing level.
is built on the assumption that users’ behaviours are
The key contribution we present in this paper is
static and do not change over time. More recently, this
a novel hybrid recommender that combines techniques
assumption has begun to be relaxed in work on temporal
from content-based recommender systems and collaborecommendation [20, 22, 13]. However, to the best of
rative filtering recommender systems to generate recour knowledge no work has addressed the problem of
ommendations in a people-to-people domain and which
temporal reciprocal recommendation, such as occurs in
outperforms the previous recommender systems that
the context of online dating, employment websites, and
were reported on a similar domain. In particular, the
other people-to-people interactions.
proposed hybrid recommender offers the following novel
Analysis of real-world data from a dating website
features:
on people-to-people interactions [2] shows that people’s
behaviour and activity levels do change over time, which
• It presents a novel hybrid recommender that genleads to the conclusion that we need a dynamic model
erates recommendations with high success rate in
to generate better recommendations.
comparison to its counterparts.
To capture these temporal changes, in this paper we
describe a scalable hybrid Hidden Markov Model [19]
• It presents a recommender that can work on indusreciprocal recommender system that captures how each
trial sized datasets in a timely manner and that can
user’s behaviour evolves over time and generates recombe deployed online.
mendations accordingly. The proposed hybrid recommender combines collaborative filtering techniques with
• It introduces a new similarity measure that minimises the number of false positives and maximises
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the number of true positives predicted by the recCenter for Computer Technology and Applied Math, Riyadh,
ommender. Consequently, the new similarity meaSaudi Arabia
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sure maximises the success rate of the recommenSydney, Australia
dations generated by the model.
Abstract

Most existing reciprocal recommender systems use either
profile similarity or interaction similarity to recommend
new matches, assuming that user preferences are static
and ignoring temporal aspects of user behaviour. This
paper takes a different approach, and addresses the issue
of representing user preferences as dynamic. We introduce
a new representation for changes in user preferences and
use that representation in creating a reciprocal recommender
system applied to online dating.
In this paper, we develop a general framework for combining a Hidden Markov model (HMM) content-based reciprocal recommender system with collaborative filtering techniques to create a unified hybrid recommender. Additionally,
a new similarity measure is introduced to rank the recommendations generated by this hybrid recommender. Moreover, we propose, design and implement a reciprocal recommender system using the suggested framework and the new
similarity measure. Evaluation of this system shows that it
generates better recommendations than existing systems in
a time-efficient manner.

2

Related Work

paper.
The average population size is over 195,000 users
of which a little over 16,000 were recipients and about
190,000 were senders. These users exchanged over two
million messages amongst themselves with an average
baseline success rate of 15%. Each population was
divided into 70% training data and 30% test data.
This dataset was chosen because it is a real-world
commercial reciprocal dataset that has temporal dynamics. Although users’ life cycles are mostly short in
a dating website [2], there are several life-cycle phases
to capture and these changes between phases have their
effects on the decision of initiating an interaction and
the decision of accepting one.

Although recommender systems have been investigated
thoroughly in the literature, research on temporal aspects of the recommendation problem has only attracted attention in the past few years. Most of the
time-aware recommenders proposed in the literature
[13, 20, 22, 11, 26, 10, 12] are variations of the Matrix
Factorisation (MF) model. However, initial experimentations on MF in people-to-people reciprocal recommendation did not work well [23].
The area of people-to-people reciprocal recommenders has attracted little research attention in comparison to traditional item-to-user recommenders. Although some interesting models were proposed in the
literature such as [1, 14, 8, 23, 15, 7, 24, 17], to the best
of our knowledge no one has addressed the temporal 4 Evaluation Metrics
aspect of the problem explicitly.
In applications that require generating actual recommendations to users, we are interested in measuring how
3 Dataset
many of these predictions will be used [21, 4, 9]. Dating
The dataset used to test the model is a real-world is one of these applications.
In this paper we use the following two metrics that
commercial dataset from a dating website. In the dating
domain, there are users who initiate interactions, we measure the usage of the recommendations: Success
call them senders, and people who receive interactions, Rate, which is defined as the proportion of generated
and we call them recipients. Senders and recipients recommendations that are correct and Recall, which is
can overlap which means a user can be a recipient the proportion of successful interactions in the test set
and a sender at the same time. There are different that was predicted successfully by the model [18].
More formally, let R be the set of recommendations
forms of interactions that can be exchanged such as
predefined messages, emails and chats. In this research, generated by the model, R+ be the subset of R that is
we use the predefined messages, we call them messages, correct, I+ be the set of successful interactions in the
to train and test our model because this is the first test data and Size(S) is the size of a set S.
method of communication between users in most cases
and depending on the success of these messages, users
can further their communications and exchange other
forms of interactions.
When a predefined message is sent, the recipient
can ignore this message and not reply to it, reply with
a positive predefined message or reply with a negative
one. We have only considered messages that have
replies to them and classify them as positive or negative
interactions based on the reply message.
The dataset has over 3 million users and over
80 million interactions exchanged between these users.
Therefore, using the whole dataset is not feasible and
representative subsets have to be used instead. To
generate training and testing data for our model, a
time period was randomly selected (e.g. from March
1st to March 15th , 2009) and all active users during this
time period were used as the experiment population.
Then, for users in the selected population, all their
interactions, even interactions outside the selected time
period, were obtained and used to build the model.
Several populations were generated and average results
across these populations will be presented later in this

SuccessRate =

TP
Size(R+ )
=
Size(R)
TP + FP

Size(R+ )
TP
=
Size(I+ )
TP + FN
Generally, recommender systems in online dating
applications are required to generate a pre-determined
number of recommendations and in this case the most
important evaluation metric is Success Rate [21]. However, since experiments in this paper are all offline experiments that are performed on historical data, we will
present Recall values as well, but the focus of this research is to improve the Success Rate.
Additionally, we will use the F-measure, which is
a weighted average of success rate and recall [18]. The
general formula to calculate F-measure is:
Recall =

Fβ = (1+β 2 ).

SuccessRate.Recall
where
(β 2 .SuccessRate) + Recall

β>0

When β = 1, similar weights are given to both
success rate and recall. We decided to use β = 0.25 to
put more emphasis on success rate since it is the focus
of this research.
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A Hidden Markov Models Content-Based (i.e. M essagek is represented as Ok ), we consider it
Recommender
as a sequence of events leading to Ok taking place (i.e.
Most of the existing recommendation algorithms deal M essagek is represented as Ik ). Each interaction is then
with the recommendation problem as a two-state prob- classified to a successful or a failed interaction. The inlem, in which all historical data is considered as one teraction is deemed successful if M essagek received a
state and the recommendation problem becomes pre- positive reply. Otherwise, the interaction is classified as
dicting the next state. In this research, we propose a a failed one in the cases of no-reply or a negative reply.
Following that, we designed a HMM system that we
model that considers the temporal aspects of the probcan
train using a subset of the dataset (training data)
lem and utilises them to better personalise the recomand
then use the resulted model as a recommender.
mendations. We track the changes of the graph over
More
details and experimental results of this model can
multiple time periods and observe how it evolves over
be
found
in [3].
time then use this gained knowledge to predict the future graph.
6 A
Hybrid
Recommender
Combining
Collaborative
Filtering
and
Hidden
Markov
5.1 Design Hidden Markov models have been proven
Models
to work successfully in a wide range of applications
that require a temporal model with the capabilities of 6.1 Limitations of the Content-Based HMM
recognising sequences [20, 5]. Therefore, we decided Recommender Although the experimental results of
that HMMs will be our model of choice to represent the content-based HMM recommender [3] are promisthe dynamically changed user preference.
ing, there is one main limitation to that model. The
To track the changes of user preference over multi- only way of actually generating recommendations is to
ple time periods, we present here a novel representation use brute-force to generate all the possible interactions
for interactions. That is, we represent each interaction that could occur and then pass them through the model
Ik in the data as a sequence of size n as follows:
to predict whether they will succeed or fail. However,
this is not feasible due to the size of the dataset. Even
Ik = (Ok−n , Ok−n+1 , . . . , Ok−2 , Ok−1 , Ok )
with a small sample of 1,000 recipients, there is an average of 12,000 senders interacting with these recipients.
if k ≥ n
Consequently, brute-force will produce 12,000,000 interor Ik = (φ, φ, . . . , O0 , . . . , Ok−2 , Ok−1 , Ok )
actions to be validated and this will not work in a timely
if k < n
manner in a real-world recommender. Moreover, that
sample is too small to be representative of the whole
where Ok is the kth observation vector.
dataset.
Each observation vector represents a message in the
dataset and it consists of:
6.2 Design One of content-based recommenders’
• A selected set of profile data for the sender and strengths is that they can be used as filters on recomthe recipient: gender, age, location, marital status, mendations generated by other methods [16]. On the
sexuality, number of profile photos, body type, other hand, collaborative filtering recommenders have
height, occupation industry, occupation level and the ability to generate a list of recommendations by utilising the similarities between the users.
diet.
Therefore, to overcome the limitations of the HMM
• A set of derived data: the difference in age recommender and be able to generate recommendations,
between the sender and the recipient and the we decided to use a collaborative filtering recommender
physical distance between them (in kilometres).
first to generate the recommendations. Then, we test
the top N recommendations using the HMM model and
• A set of temporal data: activity in the last 7 days,
filter out the unsuccessful predictions.
activity in the last 28 days and number of days since
The CFHMM-HR model works in the following
receiving the previous message. Activity here is
order (Figure 1):
defined as the difference between received messages
and sent replies and these features are calculated
• Training data is used to train the HMM recomfor the recipient only.
mender and used by the collaborative filtering recommender to generate the initial list of recommenAnother way to describe the suggested new repredations.
sentation of interactions is, instead of considering the
current message (M essagek ) as an isolated observation
• The initial list of recommendations gets validated

by the HMM recommender. The output of this step
The final list of recommendations generated by
is another list, the second list, of recommendations CFHMM-HR is ranked based on this new heuristic
which is a smaller subset of the initial list.
similarity measure we call HM M SIM . The formula
to calculate HM M SIM is as follows:
• The second list of recommendations gets ranked
HM M SIM (mi ) = ∆likelihood (mi ) + sim(mi ) + α
using a combination measure of likelihood and
collaborative filtering similarity and the final list
where:
of recommendations is generated.
(
To represent the messages of the initial list of recom- α = large positive constant, if ∆likelihood (mi ) ≥ 0
0,
otherwise
mendations as interactions (see above), we assume that
each one of these messages are received immediately after the last message of the training data for each user. and:
Formally:
∆likelihood (mi ) = likelihoodsuccess (mi )−likelihoodf ailure (mi )
Ir = (Otrk−n+1 , Otrk−n+2 , . . . , Otrk , Or )
if k ≥ n − 1
or Ir = (φ, φ, . . . , O0 , . . . , Otrk−1 , Otrk , Or )
if k < n − 1
where trk is the last message in the training data for
each user, r is the recommended message, Ox is the
observation vector for the message x and Ix is the
message x represented as an interaction.
The model is built so that it can work with any
collaborative filtering recommender as long as it generates the initial list of recommendations in a compatible
syntax. For the collaborative filtering part of the recommender, we experimented with three different models:
Basic CF+ [14], SIM-CF [23] and ProCF [8]. These
models were selected because SIM-CF [23] is the model
that was chosen to be the recommender for the dating
website that we obtained its dataset for this research
and SIM-CF’s main strength is its high recall. ProCF
[8] is one of the best performing models, success rate
wise, reported on the same dataset. Finally, Basic CF+
[14] is a simple model that implements the basic idea of
collaborative filtering in an easy to understand way.
In each experiment, the HMM part of CFHMM-HR
receives a list of the top 200 candidates for each user
from the CF recommender. The HMM recommender
then filters and re-ranks that list to get the top 50.
Since CFHMM-HR receives the initial list of recommendations with their similarity scores from a CF recommender and we have no control over the similarity
measure used in that CF recommender, it is not possible to derive a combined similarity measure from first
principles. Instead, we derive a new heuristic similarity measure that combines the similarity score received
from the CF recommender with the likelihood values
generated by the HMM recommender. The new similarity measure was engineered to assure that each element
of the measure has the required effect.

Also, sim(mi ) is the similarity, between mi ’s sender
and mi ’s recipient, generated by the CF recommender
for the message mi
One of the findings we discovered during the experimentations on the HMM content-based recommender
[3] is that it is a conservative recommender that tends
to under-predict in most cases. However, its predictions
are highly reliable. On the other hand, we noticed that
the CF recommenders tend to over-predict both true
positives and false positives. Therefore, the main effect
of adding ∆likelihood (mi ) in HM M SIM is to minimise
the number of false positives predicted by sim(mi ) by
demoting their score.
Further, since the predictions of the HMM recommender are highly reliable, we want the messages
that are predicted to be successful by it to be on the
top of the list. Therefore, we add the large constant
α to promote these messages to the top of the list
(∆likelihood (mi ) ≥ 0 means mi is predicted to be successful).
Additionally, we find that ∆likelihood (mi ) ranges
between -15 and +15, while sim(mi ) value can be
over 180 for popular users. Which means that in
such cases of popular users with high sim(mi ) values,
the addition of ∆likelihood (mi ) will not be sufficient to
have the required effect of demoting the overall score
HM M SIM . Therefore, the addition of α balances the
weights of sim(mi ) and ∆likelihood (mi ) as well.
6.3 Implementation The Hidden Markov models
Toolkit (HTK) [25] was used to implement the contentbased Hidden Markov models part of the recommender
and Java was used to implement all the preprocessing
and post-processing tools.
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Experimental Results

This proposed model was also evaluated using the same
dataset described in Section 3. Users of the website

Table 1: A comparison between the results of Basic
CF+ and the result of CFHMM-HR (n = 5).
Basic CF+
Rank Success Rate Recall F0.25 score
top 10
0.252
0.034
0.183
top 20
0.235
0.057
0.199
top 30
0.226
0.076
0.202
top 40
0.219
0.092
0.203
top 50
0.213
0.105
0.201
CFHMM-HR
Rank Success Rate Recall F0.25 score
top 10
0.434
0.034
0.256
top 20
0.406
0.060
0.303
top 30
0.388
0.082
0.318
top 40
0.376
0.099
0.323
top 50
0.368
0.114
0.325

Table 2: A comparison between the results of SIM-CF
and the result of CFHMM-HR (n = 5).
SIM-CF
Figure 1: The framework for CFHMM-HR.
Rank Success Rate Recall F0.25 score
top 10
0.296
0.107
0.268
top
20
0.279
0.163
0.268
did not have access to recommendations generated by
top
30
0.265
0.202
0.261
our model and therefore the model was evaluated using
top
40
0.256
0.234
0.255
historical data.
top 50
0.250
0.260
0.250
CFHMM-HR
7.1 CFHMM-HR with Basic CF+ In this experRank Success Rate Recall F0.25 score
iment we used the Basic CF+ [14] as the CF recomtop 10
0.347
0.078
0.289
mender. Comparing the accuracy of the recommendatop 20
0.341
0.146
0.316
tions between Basic CF+ alone and CFHMM-HR with
Basic CF+ as the CF recommender shows a noticeable
top 30
0.327
0.191
0.314
overall improvement. The success rate of CFHMM-HR
top 40
0.314
0.223
0.307
for top 50 recommendations is 15.5% more than the
top 50
0.307
0.254
0.303
success rate of Basic CF+ and for the top 10 recommendations it is 18.2% more. The recall of the top 50
recommendations is 0.9% more in CFHMM-HR while
the recall of the top 10 recommendations is the same in forms SIM-CF in all top ranks. More detailed results
both cases. Please refer to Table 1 for detailed results. are presented in Table 2.
7.2 CFHMM-HR with SIM-CF This section
presents the experimental evaluation of CFHMM-HR
using SIM-CF [23] as the CF recommender. There is
an improvement in the success rate and a slight loss of
recall. In the top 50 recommendations, CFHMM-HR
improves the success rate by 5.7% while losing 0.6% recall. Similarly, in the top 10 recommendations there is
an improvement of 5.1% in success rate and a setback
of 2.9% in recall when using the CFHMM-HR instead
of using the SIM-CF alone. Using the F0.25 score to
evaluate the overall performance, CFHMM-HR outper-

7.3 CFHMM-HR with ProCF Here we present
the results of CFHMM-HR with ProCF [8] as the CF
part of it. We notice an improvement in success rate
and a small drop in recall for the top 30 ranks and
below. For the top 50 recommendations, CFHMM-HR
has 18.9% more success rate than ProCF alone and 0.5%
more recall. For the top 10 recommendations, CFHMMHR shows a 20.2% increase in success rate and a 0.3%
decrease in recall. Using the F0.25 score to evaluate the
overall performance, CFHMM-HR outperforms ProCF
in all top ranks. Please refer to Table 3 for more results.

Table 3: A comparison between the results of ProCF and the result of CFHMM-HR (n = 5).
ProCF
CFHMM-HR
Rank Success Rate Recall F0.25 score
Rank Success Rate Recall F0.25 score
top 10
0.485
0.032
0.266
top 10
0.687
0.029
0.294
top 20
0.471
0.048
0.310
top 20
0.667
0.042
0.354
top 30
0.455
0.059
0.326
top 30
0.653
0.058
0.407
top 40
0.448
0.068
0.337
top 40
0.642
0.070
0.434
top 50
0.440
0.074
0.341
top 50
0.629
0.079
0.447
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Analysis of Run-Time

Although the main focus of this research is to find a
recommendation model that identifies temporal changes
and utilises them to better understands user behaviour,
there is another aim that is of similar importance. The
other aim is that the final model is scalable, timeefficient and can be deployed in a real-world application.
To demonstrate the efficiency of CFHMM-HR, we
have calculated the run-time for every step the recommender performs over a large number of experiments.
These experiments were run on a Windows Server 2008
machine with the following specifications: Intel Xeon
CPU, 2.80 GHz, 4 processors, 32 GB RAM.
The typical scenario for running CFHMM-HR online is as follows:
1. Train the HMM part of CFHMM-HR on a large
training data sample. This step can be performed
offline and there is no need for frequent re-training.
We believe that repeating this step once every
month would suffice.
2. Train the CF part of CFHMM-HR overnight. This
step needs to be repeated more frequently.
3. Generate the initial list of recommendations from
the CF recommender.

files. We cannot estimate the proportion of time
spent in input/output operation by the HTK tools
but we believe it is similar to the Java software tool.
The HTK toolkit requires the data to be stored in
specially formatted files on the hard disk drive (HDD)
which adds a time overhead for opening these files and
reading the data and in this case the overhead consumes
about 80% of the total time. To deploy CFHMMHR on an online application, we recommend developing
alternative HMM software tools that read the data
directly from the DBMS or from memory to eliminate
the time overhead.
The run-time of the CF part of CFHMM-HR varies
depending on the algorithm used. The three algorithms
that were used in this research have been tested in an
online trial and they run efficiently [23].
Testing the initial recommendation list by the HMM
recommender run-time is presented in Table 5. It takes
an average of 8.8 milliseconds to test one message of
which 20% is spent by the HTK tools and the remaining 80% is spent by the Java software tool. About 88%
of the Java software tool time is spent on input/output
operations to generate the HTK formatted files. This
leads us to the same conclusion that developing alternative HMM software tools that read the data directly
from the DBMS or from memory would minimise the
run-time significantly.

4. Test, filter and re-rank the initial list of recommendations using the latest trained HMM recom- 9 Discussion
mender. This step needs to be performed overnight
CFHMM-HR is a general framework for combining CF
and repeated more frequently as well.
techniques with the HMM content-based recommender
in a two-step hybrid recommender. Such a combination
5. Send the final list of recommendations to users.
overcomes one of the main shortcomings of the HMM
The run-time for training the HMM recommender
recommender [3] which is its inability to generate actual
is shown in Table 4. The average time it takes per
recommendations. It also improves the success rate
message is 106 milliseconds and we suggest using a
of the CF recommenders considerably. However, the
sufficiently large representative training sample (1-2
improvement of CFHMM-HR depends on the initial list
million messages). 94% of the time taken in training
of recommendations generated by the CF recommender.
is spent by the HTK tools that were used to implement
For example, the best success rate for CFHMM-HR is
the HMM recommender and the remaining 6% is spent
when it is combined with ProCF and that is because of
by the Java software tool. Moreover, of the time
the three CF methods we combined with the HMM CB
spent by the Java software tool, 86% was spent in
recommender, ProCF is the one with the highest success
input/output operations to process the HTK formatted

Table 4: Average run-time for training the HMM recommender (per message).
Java Software Tool
Total
HTK Tools
DB Operations I/O Operations Other
Time (msec) 106.131
99.259
0.969
5.894
0.009
Percentage
93.52%
0.91%
5.55%
0.01%
Table 5: Average run-time for HMM recommender testing (per message).
Java Software Tool
Total HTK Tools
DB Operations I/O Operations Other
Time (msec) 8.787
1.800
0.761
6.213
0.013
Percentage
20.49%
8.66%
70.71%
0.14%

rate. On the other hand, the best recall for CFHMMHR is when it is combined with SIM-CF because it is
the model with the highest recall. Nevertheless, in all
experimentations performed in this research, CFHMMHR outperforms the use of the CF recommender alone
in success rate.
However, while it is possible to deploy CFHMM-HR
in an online application in its current setup, we believe
that this is not the ideal setup and more optimisation
is needed. Mainly, we suggest developing alternative
HMM software tools instead of using the HTK toolkit.
Because HTK is designed to read data from files stored
on HDD, a large proportion of the run-time of CFHMMHR is spent on writing and reading these files. We
estimate that the time overhead caused by the I/O
operations is about 80% of the reported run-time and we
recommend developing HMM tools that read the data
directly from the DBMS or from memory.
In the domain of online dating the interaction vectors of users tend to be sparse and short. Initial experimentations of collaborative filtering methods that
are popular with researchers, such as matrix factorization MF, did not work well [23]. A possible reason for
that is that in the domain of online dating the interaction matrix is Boolean (positive or negative) and in
such cases applying matrix factorisation is harder than
applying it on a numerical matrix (ratings) [6]. Therefore, we compared our model to other models that are
known to work on such data.
10

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we presented a hybrid model for people-topeople recommendations using HMM that can capture
the temporal changes of users’ behaviours and generates
better personalised recommendations based on this.
Evaluating this model using a commercial dataset for
a dating website shows a significant improvement in the
success rate of recommendations.

The model combines a HMM content-based recommender and a collaborative filtering algorithm to generate recommendations. In future, we plan on using other
dynamic models to represent the recommender such as
coupled Hidden Markov models or the Collaborative
Kalman Filtering model [22]. Moreover, in CFHMMHR, the recommendations are generated by a reciprocal CF method and then re-ranked using the temporal
HMM content-based recommender. Incorporating the
temporal dynamics in the CF part of the recommender
as well would be an interesting extension to our model.
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